Australian RegTech Startup Launches Risk &amp;
Compliance Social Network

Anyone working in risk and compliance has the daily routine of scouring sites for the latest developments and stories so they can stay on top of their
roles.
Thing is, the world of risk is evolving rapidly. It’s almost too much to bear. We need a destination that gives us insights into the risks that may impact
your brand, people and assets.
As of today, you can respond with speed and confidence, as Melbourne-based RegTech innovators, 6clicks unleash 6clicks Pulse™.
Pulse is the ultimate social media network for you to devour all risk and compliance related news and current affairs, giving you an integrated
employee social-network experience for near real-time risk alerting and better risk awareness across the enterprise.
Powering 6clicks Pulse™, is Hailey, our AI engine that processes billions of units of public data per day from more than 100,000 different news
sources. Hailey enriches this data with meta-data related to 50 risk domains and combined with your company’s risk profile, 6clicks Pulse™ provides a
feed of highly relevant news and events helping to raise your employees risk awareness and engagement.
An integral part of improving risk and compliance practices around the globe includes facilitating the right conversations and sharing our voices as one
so we can innovate into a better system.
6clicks CEO and co-founder Anthony Stevens shared the good news last night, saying, ‘As risks around the world rapidly evolve we think businesses
need a better way to ensure awareness into the risks that may impact their brand, people and assets. We’ve then integrated Pulse with social network
capability to drive breakthrough employee engagement’.
For enterprise, government and consultants, the next generation 6clicks Risk & Compliance Operating System has become the world’s most
innovative destination for Risk and Compliance practitioners.
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